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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Laura has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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0000
the flour is processed for stripped of bran or the cascarillaHay levels of powder processing, by its thickness, flour 00 (
double zero ) is medium-thick, flour 000 ( triple zero ) and 0000 flour ( four zeros ) It is the more finite, that used to make
pizzas

dormir el sueño de los justos
" Sleeping the sleep of the righteous " It is an expression ( 41 Greek-born; that originally referred to who slept in the form
very quiet because he had no positions of conscience, or someone that it has been a life ethical, moral, nothing it
disturbs.Today, the term applies in another sense, rather than people, applies to things ( eg. a project ) and to say of
them that are trancadas, left side, " sleeping " in the drawer or desktop from someone, or that is not moving.

l termino heat
" to heat " It is the verb " heat " In English

quo vadis
" Quo vadis " It means " where are you going " I think that in latin

solo y sólo
Only without accent, it is unique in its kind or without company or has no who protects him.  -Dance. Step to running
without parejaCuando there is a risk of ambiguity, is only written with accent, in replacement of only or only

wild
" 34 wild; means " 34 wild; In English


